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Abstract. Eclipse is an integrated development environment that can
be extended with plug-ins. Thanks to Eclipse’s success, a diverse community has been established with members coming from industry, opensource projects, and others, and a marketplace with more than 1.700
diﬀerent plug-ins developed. Hence, the question arises how this marketplace is composed: Who contributes plug-ins? Which plug-ins are successful? Are there common characteristics or trends? To answer these questions, extensive investigations are necessary. In this paper, we present
(i) an initial approach for corresponding analyses and (ii) preliminary
results. Overall, we aim to pave the way for further research addressing, for example, motivations to participate in, or the evolution of, open
marketplaces.
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Introduction

Open-source systems gained momentum in software engineering mainly because
of free use, accessibility, and fast innovation speed [16,17,20,21]. As a result,
many companies use such systems as basis for their own products [6], wherefore commercial and open-source software are more and more used concurrently
[1,2,10,17]. A good example for this co-existence is the de facto standard
Eclipse 1 [6,7,19].
Eclipse became the dominant integrated development environment (IDE)
for Java used by developers from industry, universities, and open-source communities [5–7,9,19,23]. To support Eclipse and plug-in developers, the Eclipse
Foundation implemented platforms to manage projects [5,16]. These platforms
are support measures and drive the evolution of the community. As a result, the
amount of plug-ins is steadily increasing from 1.385 in 2007 [23] to 1.762 at the
beginning of 2017. In the context of this paper, the marketplace, in which these
plug-ins are provided, will be the area of analysis.
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While the Eclipse marketplace brings together diverse communities it has
rarely been analyzed. However, such an analysis can help researchers to understand what motivates developers with diﬀerent backgrounds (e.g., open-source
and industry) to participate and collaborate. Furthermore, the ﬁndings can support to scope plug-ins and initiate cooperation. In this paper, we describe a preliminary analysis of the Eclipse marketplace and corresponding results. Overall,
we aim to provide a glance on open marketplaces and initiate more detailed
research.

2

Research Method

Diﬀerent approaches can be used to analyze the Eclipse marketplace, for
instance, empirical studies based on interviews or questionnaires. However, to
scope further research, we propose to mine and assess data available in the marketplace, providing a starting point based on the users’ perspective. To this
point, we address two research questions within this article:
RQ-1 Which topics are addressed by successful plug-ins? Plug-ins and
topics that accumulate more attention (i.e., more downloads) indicate
practical acceptance. This analysis can help to select suitable plugins or to scope further development, for instance to improve existing
approaches.
RQ-2 Who contributes to these plug-ins? Based on the previous question,
we investigate who develops these plug-ins. This can help to identify leading developers and communities for speciﬁc topics, potentially indicating
collaborations and new research directions.
We automatically crawled the marketplace and manually analyzed the data. For
this, we limited our analysis to the 100 most downloaded plug-ins until October
2016, covering approximately 80.3% of all downloads until then. We remark, that
our methodology in this article is preliminary and shall only provide a starting
point for further research.

3

Preliminary Results

In Fig. 1, we illustrate the topics we identiﬁed within our sample and their categorized owners. Furthermore, we show the distribution of downloads for each
topic, and especially for open-source communities.
RQ-1: Which topics are addressed by successful plug-ins? Developers often use
several and synonymous terms to describe their plug-ins, hampering an automated categorization. Thus, we manually assessed the purpose of the 100
most downloaded plug-ins and derived 10 initial categories: Revision control,
IDE extension (integrating programming languages or frameworks), code
analysis, build tool, user interface, database, editor, optimization (of
Eclipse), documentation, and server. As we show in Fig. 1, revision control and
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Fig. 1. Categorized projects of the 100 most downloaded plug-ins in the Eclipse marketplace.

IDE extensions accumulate most downloads. However, we also see that there is
a diﬀerence in the number of available plug-ins for these two categories.
Only 8 plug-ins address revision control but are responsible for over a quarter of all downloads. This might be explained with a small set of established
approaches, similar to the situation for user interfaces. Still, this result can be
distorted, for instance because communities may require identical tooling, forcing
participants to use a speciﬁc system even if they prefer another one.
In contrast, IDE extensions, similar to several remaining categories (e.g., code
analysis, or build tools), provide far more plug-ins (28) while accumulating fewer
downloads. A potential explanation is that these plug-ins often require adaptations to speciﬁc programming languages and development processes. Hence, their
overall applicability is limited to speciﬁc communities and they compete with
other IDEs.
RQ-2: Who contributes to these plug-ins? To gain an impression of Eclipse’s community, we categorized the owners of plug-ins into four groups: open-source,
private, industrial, and university. As we see in Fig. 1, open-source communities are leading in revision control and build tools, accumulating most plug-ins
and downloads. Especially in revision control, which is used for distributed work
and collaboration, they seem to beneﬁt from their diversity [5]. However, opensource communities do not, or rarely, contribute to some other topics in our
sample.
In contrast, private and industrial owners provide plug-ins for almost all topics. Private developers seem to dominate the development of user interfaces,
optimization, and server integration, which facilitate using Eclipse. However,
such plug-ins provide less utility besides comfort than, for example, customized
build tools or revision control. For this reason, industrial and open-source
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communities might be less interested in developing these. We support this argument due to the fact that industrial owners provide most plug-ins in IDE extensions, databases, and documentation. These are essential aspects of software
development in companies. Finally, we remark that universities own only a single plug-in in our sample, potential reasons being that they provide innovative
but immature projects.

4

Research Agenda

The results presented in this work are preliminary and further analysis on how
such marketplaces are composed are necessary. More detailed investigations may
help to understand, why communities do or do not provide plug-ins and what
motivates them. We emphasize that this requires extensive analyses and additional empirical studies. In future work, we aim to assess the following aspects:
How to assess the success of a plug-in? In this paper, we solely focused
on the number of overall downloads. This is a signiﬁcant limitation and other
metrics are necessary to provide a more detailed view. For instance, to consider
the marketplace’s evolution, a plug-in’s downloads in recent periods, integration
into Eclipse packages, or the number of its developers are interesting.
Are there common characteristics of successful plug-ins? Diﬀerent communities successfully participate in the Eclipse marketplace. Hence, success
may depend on the topic and also certain characteristics, for example, used
licenses [13,17,18], necessity to pay, or maturity. For community managers and
developers such information are important to design and provide their software.
How do users select plug-ins? The previous two questions may indicate,
and can be validated by investigating how, users select plug-ins. Besides these
points, the users’ selection also depends on their experiences and background.
The results can help to understand how new techniques emerge and establish.
Why and how are plug-ins developed? An important question in the context
of open-source software is the motivation of developers. In particular, it is interesting who initiates plug-ins for which reason, who contributes to these, or which
connections exist. The corresponding results may provide insights into motivations to collaborate and participate in communities and open marketplaces.

5

Related Work

Several authors investigate the evolution of Eclipse or its plug-ins, focusing, for
instance, on their architecture or API usage [3,4,14,22]. Further works investigate the laws of software evolution [12] in open-source systems [8,11]. In contrast
to the systems themselves, our scope is how a potential marketplace for these
evolves and is composed. Still, both approaches are complementary and can be
combined, for instance to assess how a plug-ins evolution aﬀects its popularity
and status. Finally, Murphy et al. [15] empirically evaluate how developers use
the Eclipse IDE. It seems interesting to utilize this approach to also assess how
plug-ins are used.
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Conclusions

Eclipse is one of the most prominent and widely used Java IDEs. Due to its
success, a large and diverse community of plug-in developers established. They
provide their plug-ins at the Eclipse marketplace, allowing other users to use
them.
In this paper, we proposed to analyze the Eclipse marketplace. The preliminary results show that some topics, such as revision control or IDE extensions,
are often demanded by users and that diﬀerent owners participate. Finally, we
described further research directions to deepen the understanding of open marketplaces and their communities.
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